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Abstract 
Distributed systems of agents linked by communication networks only have access to information from their neighboring 
agents, yet must achieve global agreement on team activities to be performed cooperatively.  Examples include networked 
manufacturing systems, wireless sensor networks, networked feedback control systems, and the internet.  Sociobiological 
groups such as flocks, swarms, and herds have built-in mechanisms for cooperative control wherein each individual is 
influenced only by its nearest neighbors, yet the group achieves consensus behaviors such as heading alignment, leader 
following, exploration of the environment, and evasion of predators.  It was shown by Charles Darwin that local interactions 
between population groups over long time scales lead to global results such as the evolution of species. 
 
In this talk we present design methods for cooperative controllers for distributed systems.  The developments are for general 
directed graph communication structures, for both continuous-time and discrete-time agent dynamics.  Cooperative control 
design is complicated by the fact that the graph topology properties limit what can be achieved by the local controller design.  
Thus, local controller designs may work properly on some communication graph topologies yet fail on other topologies.  Our 
objective is to provide local agent feedback design methods that are independent of the graph topology and so function on a 
wide range of graph structures. An optimal design method for local feedback controllers is given that decouples the control 
design from the graph structural properties.  In the case of continuous-time systems, the optimal design method guarantees 
synchronization on any graph with suitable connectedness properties.  In the case of discrete-time systems, a condition for 
synchronization is that the Mahler measure of unstable eigenvalues of the local systems be restricted by the condition number 
of the graph.  Thus, graphs with better topologies can tolerate a higher degree of inherent instability in the individual node 
dynamics. A theory of duality between controllers and observers on communication graphs is given, including methods for 
cooperative output feedback control based on cooperative regulator designs. 
 
In Part 2 of the talk, we discuss graphical games.  Standard differential multi-agent game theory has a centralized dynamics 
affected by the control policies of multiple agent players.  We give a new formulation for games on communication graphs.  
Standard definitions of Nash equilibrium are not useful for graphical games since, though in Nash equilibrium, all agents may 
not achieve synchronization.  A strengthened definition of Interactive Nash equilibrium is given that guarantees that all agents 
are participants in the same game, and that all agents achieve synchronization while optimizing their own value functions. 
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